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Abstract

We present an abstract model of quantum computation, the Pauli Fusion model,
whose primitive operations correspond closely to generators of the ZX calculus (a for-
mal graphical language for quantum computing). The fundamental operations of Pauli
Fusion are also straightforward abstractions of basic processes in some leading proposed
quantum technologies. These operations have non-deterministic heralded effects, sim-
ilarly to measurement-based quantum computation. We describe sufficient conditions
for Pauli Fusion procedures to be deterministically realisable, so that it performs a
given transformation independently of its non-deterministic outcomes. This provides
an operational model to realise ZX terms beyond the circuit model.

1 Introduction

Quantum computing technology is now a reality, though it is not yet fault tolerant [21, 18].
These computers need software, for algorithm design, verification, and compilation. Previ-
ously, quantum protocols have been represented largely using circuit notation or, less fre-
quently, the measurement calculus. However, with actual quantum devices to now compare
theory with, the shortcomings of these models become clear. The circuit model in particular
does not directly represent many basic physical operations, e.g., in quantum optics [27]; it
is inflexible, in that circuits cannot easily be re-written to equivalent ones; and they are
computationally hard to verify. Especially in near-term noisy intermediate scale quantum
(NISQ) devices, these properties give bloated software with only basic optimisation tools,
which cannot be verified at scales of more than a few tens of qubits.

Recent work has placed a different way of representing quantum processes at the fore-
front of optimisation, verification, and design for NISQ devices and beyond. The ZX calculus
[7, 8] is a formal diagrammatic language equipped with equational re-write rule sets that
are complete for Clifford [1, 16, 2], Clifford+T [22], and full [19, 23, 30, 24] pure-state qubit
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quantum mechanics. The language can also be extended to capture non pure quantum evo-
lutions [5]. The ZX calculus has led to optimisation strategies that out-perform all others in
T-count reduction [26] (an important metric for fault-tolerant computing) and gate compi-
lation [13, 25]. The generators of the calculus correspond closely to the basic operations of
lattice surgery in the surface code [12], which otherwise are awkward to describe using the
circuit model; and ZX has been used to verify and find novel error correction procedures
[14, 12, 17]. It comes with a scalable notation capable of representing repeated structures
at arbitrary qubit scales [6]. The calculus also acts in the crucial role of an intermediate
representation in a new commercial quantum compiler [9].

With the success of the ZX calculus as a tool for design, verification, and optimisation
of quantum operations, the question now remains: what computational model does the ZX
calculus works best with? A computational model, in the sense we use it here, is a set
of primitive operations and their composition, with which one may write algorithms and
protocols, and represents the information processing capabilities at the designer’s disposal.
If we are to get the best out of using the ZX calculus as an intermediate representation, then
it is most efficient to use a computational model that reflects, and is reflected by, the basic
structure of the calculus. The model will be used both at the top of the compiler stack, to
conceptualise, design, and verify protocols, and also at the bottom to extract operational
procedures from a ZX calculus diagram. Previously, this ‘operational extraction’ was known
only as ‘circuit extraction’ (e.g. as in [25]). The use of circuit-model gates at extraction
is wasteful, especially if is then turned into procedures such as lattice surgery that very
closely model ZX generators. The key then, is to produce a computational model that
works efficiently and conceptually clearly with the ZX calculus.

In this paper we introduce the Pauli Fusion model of quantum computing. The model
uses the fundamental operations of the merging and splitting of logical (Pauli) operators.
Complementarity, not unitarity, is the guiding principle, and Pauli Fusion (PF) procedures
are in general non-deterministic. These fundamental elements very closely model those
found in lattice surgery [20], and in operations of optical fusion gates that have similar
effects [27] (see Appendix A). The PF model takes these operations as its primitives, from
which (if desired) elements in a circuit or MBQC model could be constructed. We show
how the PF model has a direct representation in terms of generators of annotated ZX
diagrams, which we term PF diagrams. As the diagrams can include indeterminism, we give
a definition and a procedure for finding the PF flow of a ZX diagram, which is sufficient to
describe how to deterministically realise the operator described using a series of (individually
nondeterministic) PF operations. By ‘splitting the atom’ of well known logic gates in this
way, as a composition of more fundamental operations, we give a general solution to the
problem of extracting operational meaning from a ZX diagram, and a new computational
model corresponding directly to the ZX calculus.

2 The Pauli Fusion model

We define the elements of the Pauli fusion model of computation in terms of CPTP maps,
not all of which are unitary. These CPTP maps are our primitive Pauli Fusion (PF) oper-
ations, described in terms of their Kraus operators, and may also be classically controlled.
Intuitively, the basic operations can be viewed as the splitting and merging of Pauli logi-
cal operators for qubits, and the byproducts produced when two logical qubits merge into
one (readers familiar with the procedure of lattice surgery in surface codes will find this
a straightforward abstraction). PF operations also have a representation by Pauli Fusion
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(PF) diagrams, which we introduce here. PF diagrams are “annotated ZX” (or AZX) dia-
grams, which incorporate the nondeterministic effects of these operations. The requirement
that a PF diagram correspond to a set of PF operations imposes a restriction which we de-
fine as runnability. We show that this requirement is equivalent to the PF diagram having
a time ordering of its elements. This adds another layer of structure (essentially directed
edges) to PF diagrams that we will see in the next section is crucial to understanding when
a (plain) ZX diagram can deterministically be implemented by a set of PF operations.

2.1 Pauli Fusion operations

We define the following linear transformations on one- or two-qubit state vectors:

AV,0 = 〈+| (1a)

AV,1 = 〈-| (1b)

KV,0 = |+〉〈++| + |-〉〈--| (1c)

KV,1 = |+〉〈+-| + |-〉〈-+| (1d)

RV = exp
(
−1

2 i Z
)

(1e)

AH,0 = 〈0| (1f)

AH,1 = 〈1| (1g)

KH,0 = |0〉〈00| + |1〉〈11| (1h)

KH,1 = |0〉〈01| + |1〉〈10| (1i)

RH = exp
(
−1

2 iX
)

(1j)

We conceive of AV,s and AH,s as “annihilators” mapping one qubit to zero; we use these as
Kraus maps of destructive measurement operations in the X or Z eigenbasis respectively,
with the index s representing the outcome. (The maps A†V,s and A†H,s are then preparation
maps of X or Z eigenstates.) The maps KV,s and KH,s are maps from two-qubit states to
single qubit states, projecting onto the (−1)s eigenstates of X⊗X or Z⊗Z, and producing
a single qubit which is an eigenstate of X or Z. (In the case of KV,1 and KH,1, this involves
breaking the symmetry between the two qubits, in a way which is arbitrary but ultimately
unimportant.) The operations RV and RH are single-qubit Pauli Z and X rotations by one
radian: exponentiating by a real-valued angle α in radians yields a single-qubit Rz(α) or
Rx(α) rotation respectively.

We use these linear maps on state-vectors, together with the single-qubit Hadamard
gate H and the two-qubit SWAP gate, to define the (elementary) PF operations as the
following CPTP maps, described here as acting on states ρ variously on one or two qubits:

Had(ρ) = H ρH† (2a)

VInit(ρ) =
(
A†V,0 ⊗ 1) ρ

(
AV,0 ⊗ 1)

(2b)

VProj(ρ) =
∑

s∈{0,1}

AV,s ρA
†
V,s (2c)

VSplit(ρ) = K†V,0 ρKV,0 (2d)

VMerge(ρ) =
∑

s∈{0,1}

KV,s ρK
†
V,s (2e)

VRotα,S,T (ρ) = R
Θ(α,S,T )
V ρR

−Θ(α,S,T )
V (2f)

σ(ρ) = (SWAP) ρ(SWAP)† (2g)

HInit(ρ) =
(
A†H,0 ⊗ 1) ρ

(
AH,0 ⊗ 1)

(2h)

HProj(ρ) =
∑

s∈{0,1}

AH,s ρA
†
H,s (2i)

HSplit(ρ) = K†H,0 ρKH,0 (2j)

HMerge(ρ) =
∑

s∈{0,1}

KH,s ρK
†
H,s (2k)

HRotα,S,T (ρ) = R
Θ(α,S,T )
H ρR

−Θ(α,S,T )
H (2`)

Note that the maps VProj, HProj, VMerge, and HMerge all are non-unitary. The first
two actually are measurement operations, which we suppose also produce a classical bit
as a side-effect, representing the measurement outcome (the bit s which indexes the Kraus
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operator). We also suppose that VMerge and HMerge produce a classical bit s as a side-
effect, indicating which of the two Kraus operators were realised. The probability with
which a given value s ∈ {0, 1} is realised is determined by the square of the Euclidean norm
of the state KV, s|ψ〉, KH, s|ψ〉, AV, s|ψ〉, or AH, s|ψ〉 which would result from application of
one of the Kraus operators to an input state |ψ〉.

We present VInit and HInit as maps on a system, but their effect is to prepare fresh
qubits in the |+〉 or |0〉 state. The maps VSplit and HSplit realise unitary embeddings of one
qubit into two. The operations VRotα,S,T and HRotα,S,T depend on sets S and T of labels,
which indicate classical bits sx for x ∈ S or x ∈ T which may affect the angle of rotation
(some of which may be the outcomes of the maps above), according to the function

Θ(α, S, T ) =

[∏
v∈S

(−1)sv

]
α+

∑
w∈T

sw π . (3)

The operations of Eqn. (2) may be performed in tensor product, and composed in any
way which is well-typed. For the operations VRotα,S,T and HRotα,S,T which may depend on
classical bits, we also require that the value of the bit is determined (as an input, through
a probability distribution, or through an operation which determines its value) at the time
the map is performed.

2.2 Pauli Fusion diagrams

We may readily observe that the Kraus operations defined in Eqns. (2) have straightforward
representations in the ZX calculus,

AV,0 =
q y

; AV,1 =
q

π
y
; KV,0 =

r z
; KV,1 =

r

π

z
;

AH,0 =
q y

; AH,1 =
q

π
y
; KH,0 =

r z
; KH,1 =

r

π

z
;

Rα
V =

q
α

y
; Rα

H =
q

α
y
,

(4)

where J · K is the standard interpretation of ZX diagrams (which in this article are read from
left to right). Note that these maps, together with their adjoints, generate the ZX calculus.
Considering ZX as a potential intermediate language for quantum compilers, this close
relation between the Kraus operators of Pauli Fusion and the generators of ZX provides a
tantalising prospect, of using the PF model to directly represent ZX diagrams.

To pursue this line of investigation, we consider how we might use the ZX calculus to
represent linear superoperators, whose Kraus operators can be obtained (or more precisely,
denoted) by composing the diagrams of Eqn. (4). We may then consider when such diagrams
represent an operation which can be realised by a Pauli Fusion procedure.

Definition 1. A Pauli Fusion diagram (or PF-diagram) is an AZX diagram, with labelled
vertices V (D) and directed edges E(D) which can be generated from the set of generators
below. (We label these diagrams with the names of Pauli Fusion operations, e.g., “VMergeu”,
to indicate the operation for which the node u is intended to stand.) This diagram is
accompanied by a set B of labels of bits, su ∈ {0, 1} for u ∈ B, which are involved in the
annotations ( e.g., the sets S and T in VRotα,S,T and HRotα,S,T .
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VSplitu
u

VMergeu
suπ

u
VRotα,S,Tu Θ(α, S, T )

u

HSplitu
u

HMergeu
suπ

u
HRotα,S,Tu Θ(α, S, T )

u

VInitu
u

HInitu
u

Hadu
u

VProju suπ
u

HProju suπ
u

σ

Remark. In the case of VRotα,S,T and HRotα,S,T , we may write an explicit formula for
the angle in place of Θ(α, S, T ) when that formula is simple enough: for instance, we may
substitute the expression “Θ(0, ∅, {u})” with “suπ”.

Following [15], we define the semantics of the Pauli-Fusion diagrams relying on the
semantics of the ZX-calculus.

Definition 2 (Denotational semantics of Pauli Fusion diagrams). Given a PF-diagram D
with a set B of index-labels for classical bits s ∈ {0, 1}B :

• For a given x ∈ {0, 1}B , D(x) denotes the ZX-diagram where sb ← xb for each b ∈ B .
For a given z ∈ {0, 1}B\V (D), let D|z be the Pauli Fusion diagram obtained by the
partial assignment sb ← zb for all b ∈ B \ V (D).

• If B ⊆ V (D), JDK\ denotes the superoperator ρ 7→
∑

s∈{0,1}B JD(s)K ρ JD(s)K†, where
J · K is the standard interpretation of the ZX-diagrams.

• For a probability distribution p on {0, 1}B\V (D), let JDK\p denote the superoperator

ρ 7→
∑

s∈{0,1}B∩V (D)

z∈{0,1}B\V (D)

p(z) JD|z(s)K ρ JD|z(s)K† . (5)

As a special case, for a fixed string r ∈ {0, 1}B\V (D), let JDK\r denote JDK\p for p the
point-mass distribution on r.

We define JDK\p and JDK\r above in the case B 6⊆ V (D) as we anticipate that this will be
useful to describe procedures which are subject to noise or classical control. In much of
what follows below, we suppose that B ⊆ V (D): when B is not taken to be a subset of
V (D) we shall clearly indicate that this is the case.

Definition 3. For a given PF diagram D, a string x ∈ {0, 1}B∩V (D) is called a branch
(or branch string) of the PF diagram. If B ⊆ V (D), we call JD(x)K for such a string
x a branch map (and in particular, the branch map for x) of D; if B 6⊆ V (D), then for
r ∈ {0, 1}B\V (D), we call JD|r(x)K a branch map of D given r (and in particular, the branch
map of D for x given r).
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It will be useful to analyse PF procedures entirely in terms of PF diagrams. However,
because of the simple way in which we have defined them, not all Pauli Fusion diagrams
correspond to an actual Pauli Fusion procedure. For instance, consider the diagram

D = swπ

w

vswπ
u

. (6)

This is a well-formed PF diagram, and denotes a superoperator D = JDK\. D is in fact a
unitary CPTP map, with two equivalent Kraus operators indexed by the single bit sw ∈
{0, 1}. However, the elements from which the PF diagram D is composed cannot be mapped
directly to a PF procedure, as the bit sw which is generated by the VMergew operation is
used at the HRotswπu operation acting on one of its inputs. We wish to consider under what
conditions a Pauli Fusion diagram corresponds, part by part, to a Pauli Fusion procedure.

Definition 4. Let D be a Pauli-Fusion diagram with Kraus operators governed by bits su
for u ∈ B. A time-ordering of D is a function t : V (D)→ N such that, for all u, v ∈ V (D),

(i) if there is a directed edge u→ v in D, then t(u) < t(v);

(ii) if the operation at v is either VRotα,S,Tv or HRotα,S,Tv operation for some S, T ⊆ B, and
u ∈ S ∪ T , then t(u) < t(v).

If D has a time-ordering t, we say that D is runnable.

Lemma 1. D is a runnable Pauli Fusion diagram if and only if it is the diagram of a Pauli
Fusion procedure P.

Proof (sketch). It is easy to show that the diagram of any Pauli Fusion procedure has a
time-ordering in the above sense. Conversely, if D has a time-ordering, then for each τ ∈ N,
recursively form the tensor product Pτ of all operations associated with nodes v ∈ V (D)
with t(v) = τ , together with the identity operation on any qubits which are input wires of
the diagram which have not yet been acted on, or qubits which have been produced by one
operation but not acted on by another. Let P = PT ◦ · · · ◦P1 ◦P0 for T = maxv∈V t(v):
then D is the diagram of P.

3 PF-diagram extraction

Considering ZX diagrams as an intermediate language, we wish to consider when such
a diagram D can be operationally realised by a Pauli Fusion procedure — specifically,
one which realises D deterministically, in the sense that all of the Kraus operators of the
procedure are proportional to JDK. To this end, we define a “flow” condition — analogous
to the flow conditions of measurement-based quantum computation [10, 3, 11, 29] — which
suffices for such a Pauli Fusion procedure to exist.

We use the following graph theoretic definitions:

Definition 5. In a graph G (possibly with self-loops) and a vertex-set C ⊆ V (G), we write
Odd(C) ⊆ V (G) for the set of vertices adjacent to an odd number of elements of C (where
a vertex with a loop is counted as a neighbour to itself).
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α

π
2

β
u1

u5

u3

u2
u4

u6  
u1

u5

u3

u2 u4

u6

i1

o1

o2

o3

Figure 1: A graph-like ZX-diagram D, with a corresponding signature GD. Also indicated
are the added input vertices I = {i1} and output vertices O = {o1, o2, o3}; vertices in P
are black (all other vertices are white).

Definition 6. In a graph G and a partial order 4 on V (G), let ≺ stand for the irreflexive
relation (a 4 b) & (a 6= b). For a vertex u ∈ V (G), we then define the future neighbourhood
N+(u) ⊂ V (G) of u, and the past neighbourhood N−(u) ⊂ V (G) of u, by

N+(u) :=
{
v ∈ N(u)

∣∣ u ≺ v}, N−(u) :=
{
v ∈ N(u)

∣∣ v ≺ u}.
We further define the shorthand δ±(u) :=

∣∣N±(u)
∣∣.

3.1 Signatures of ZX diagrams

In the following, in order to maintain a close connection to PF diagrams, we suppose that ZX
diagrams have distinct labels for each node, and that each open wire is explicitly indicated
as either an input or an output wire. We refer to such ZX diagrams as labelled ZX diagrams.

Definition 7. A (labelled) ZX-diagram is in a graph-like form (or is graph-like) if it is
H-free, has no connections between spiders of the same colour, and has no parallel wires or
loops on any single vertex.

By rewriting all H nodes using the Euler decomposition, condensing all spiders, and remov-
ing all loops and (pairs of) parallel edges, it is easy to show that:

Lemma 2. Any ZX-diagram can be transformed into a graph-like ZX-diagram.

To a graph-like ZX diagram D, we associate a corresponding signature (GD, I,O,P), which
will enable us to reduce certain properties of D to combinatorial properties of its signature.

Definition 8. For a ZX diagram D, the signature graph GD is the undirected graph obtained
by:

1. Adding a vertex to the open end of each input wire of D;

2. Adding a vertex to the open end of each output wire of D;

3. Adding a self-loop to each vertex of D whose phase is an odd multiple of π/2.

Then the signature of D is a tuple (GD, I,O,P) consisting of GD, together with the sets
I,O ⊆ V (GD) \ V (D) of added end-points to input / output wires, and a set P ⊆ V (D)
consisting of those vertices of D whose phases are an integer multiple of π/2.

An example of a signature graph obtained from a ZX diagram is show in Figure 1.
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3.2 Corrector sets and PF Flows

To realise a ZX diagram as a sequence of operations, one obstacle is the fact that some simple
ZX diagrams D0 — e.g., the maps AV,0, AH,0, KV,0, and KH,0 as denoted in Eqn. (4) —
do not represent trace-preserving maps on their own, and must be paired with another ZX
diagram D1 as in the AZX diagrams of Definition 1, representing the Kraus operators of a
CPTP map.

In each case, D1 differs from D0 by a phase operation, which raises the question of the
conditions under which such a phase operation can be corrected by adapting operations
which may be performed later. For a partial order 4 representing a (somewhat flexible)
time-ordering of operations, we may consider the conditions under which this is possible for
a single ZX generator.

Definition 9 (Correctors). Let (GD, I,O,P) be a signature of a graph-like ZX diagram D,
and 4 a partial order on V (GD). For vertices u, v ∈ V (GD) and a subset C ⊆ V (GD), we
say that C is a v-corrector of u if u ∈ Odd(C), and also v ≺ w for all w ∈

(
C \ P

)
∪(

Odd(C) \ {u}
)
.

A v-corrector at u describes a way that a π-phase on some node u ≺ v in a ZX diagram
D can be propagated into the “future” through some set of nodes C. If we surround all
of the nodes t ∈ C by π-phases of the opposite colour (one on each edge to a different
vertex), and if we also negate the phase on x, this preserves the meaning of the diagram D.
For a graph-like ZX diagram D, we then propagate those π-phases to the neighbours of t,
where they As u ∈ Odd(C), the overall phase contributed to u by this process is π. Thus,
a π-phase at u is equivalent to a π-phase at all nodes w ∈ Odd(C) \ {u}, together with a
change of sign at all nodes t ∈ C.

The constraint that v ≺ w for (some of) the nodes w ∈ C ∪
(
Odd(C)\{u}

)
is motivated

by the idea that the phase on u is determined by an operation (represented by the vertex
v) in the immediate past, and must be compensated for by operations which are yet to be
performed. A vertex w whose phase angle is changed by a sign, or (apart from u) by a shift
of π, is represents an operation which must be adapted to compensate for the phase on u,
and must therefore occur in the future of v. The role of P in the definition of u-correctors
arises as follows:

• For a vertex w ∈ V (D) whose phase is a multiple of π, changing the sign has no effect
modulo 2π. Thus, these vertices can be included in C, without requiring v ≺ w for
that particular reason (we may still require v ≺ w if w ∈ Odd(C), as we must shift
then its phase by π.)

• For a vertex w whose phase is an odd multiple of π/2, negating the phase is equivalent
to shifting the phase by π. If w ∈ C, then we may ignore the change of sign if the
total phase from other elements of C adjacent to it is equivalent to π. Using the fact
that w is adjacent to itself, it suffices to adjust its phase (thereby requiring v ≺ w)
only if w ∈ Odd(C) as well.

These observations motivate the condition that v ≺ w only for those vertices w which either
belong to C \ P, or to Odd(C) \ {u}.

We now consider conditions under which every vertex is equipped with a corrector set
(using the standard definitions given at the start of the section).
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Definition 10 (PF-Flow). For (GD, I,O,P) a signature of a graph-like ZX diagram D,
a PF-flow is a triple (4, f,C) consisting of a partial order 4 on V (GD), a function f :
V (D)→ V (GD) and a set C ⊂ ℘(V (GD)), such that for all v ∈ V (D):

(i) If u is adjacent to v in GD, then either u 4 v (and u /∈ O), or v 4 u (and u /∈ I), or
both;

(ii) If δ+(v) = 0, there is a set Cv,v ∈ C which is a v-corrector of v;

(iii) For all u ∈ N−(v) \
{
f(v)

}
, there is a set Cu,v ∈ C which is a v-corrector of u.

That is, any pair of neighbours have some definite ordering in 4; if v is a node with no
neighbours in its future (which we model as a projection onto some state of one or more
qubits), we require a strategy to correct a π-phase on that node; and if v is a node with
more than one input (which we model as a composition of merges), we must have a strategy
to correct π-phases which might accumulate on its past neighbours, possibly apart from a
single distinguished past neighbour.

3.3 Compilation of ZX diagrams to Pauli Fusion diagrams

Having defined PF-Flows as a strategy for correcting phases in a Pauli Fusion procedure,
resulting from the different Kraus maps as we attempt to realise different ZX generators as
transformations, we consider how this information can be used to deterministically realise
a ZX diagram as a transformation. This section is dedicated to the proof of the following
Theorem:

Theorem 1. For any graph-like ZX-diagram D with a PF-Flow, one may construct a
runnable Pauli Fusion diagram DPF (with a set B ⊆ V (DPF) of bit-labels) which realises D
in every branch: that is to say, for which ∀x ∈ {0, 1}B : JDPF(x)K ∝ JDK.

The proof involves a procedure PF-COMPILATION to construct DPF, shown in Fig-
ure 2. In the following, we occasionally refer to u ∈ V (D) as vertex labels, as well as
vertices. This is important because the diagram DPF is constructed from D in such a
way that every node-label in V (D) is also a node-label in V (DPF), but in some cases with
significantly different relationships to other vertices. In particular, by the construction of
PF-COMPILATION, any label u ∈ V (D) corresponds to a vertex in DPF with degree at
most two.

Lemma 3 (Runnability). Let DPF be the Pauli Fusion diagram which PF-COMPILATION

produces from graph-like ZX diagram D and a PF-Flow (4, f,C). Then DPF is runnable.

Lemma 4 (Determinism). Let B :=
{
u ∈ V (DPF)

∣∣ u is a merge or a projection
}

. For
any s ∈ {0, 1}B, JDPF(s)K = ± JDK.

The proofs for these Lemmas are given in Appendix B.1 and B.2.

4 An efficient algorithm for find PF-Flows

The PF-Flow is a sufficient condition for compiling a ZX-diagrams to a Pauli Fusion dia-
gram. In this section we show there exists an efficient algorithm for deciding whether an
ZX-diagram has a PF-Flow. Like for the flow condition for measurement-based quantum
computing [28], the algorithm produces a PF-Flow, when it exists, and hence a strategy for
correcting phases.
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PF-COMPILATION.

For a graph-like ZX diagram D together with a PF-Flow (4, f,C), and given the signa-
ture (GD, I,O,P) for D, perform the following transformations on D:

0. Orientation, inputs, and outputs. Direct the edges of D consistently with the par-
tial order 4. At each input and output, add a trivial node with the corresponding
vertex-label ij ∈ I or oj ∈ O, with the opposite colour to the first/final node on
that input/output, e.g.:

αij
...

v
7→ α

...

vij
; α oj

...

v
7→ α

...

v oj
(7a)

1. Merge-Split Decomposition. Decompose each v ∈ V (D) of degree > 2 using
merges, rotations, splits, as in Eqn. (7b). If δ−(v) = 0, replace the merges with a
preparation; and if δ+(v) = 0, replace the splits with a projection.

α

v

f(v)

u1

uk

...
...

7→ α

v
v2

v3

v1

· · ·

· · ·

sv1π

sv3π

sv2π

svrπ

sv`π

v`

vr

...

f(v)

u1

uk

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

(7b)

Define Pui,v :=
{
vk
∣∣ the dot with a svkπ phase is on the path from ui to v

}
.

2. Projections. Implement each projection by a rotation and a measurement, e.g.:

α
v
7→ sv′πα

v′v
(7c)

3. Merge-Correction. For each v ∈ V (D), each neighbour u ∈ N−(v) \ {f(v)}, and
each t ∈ Cu,v \ P and w ∈ Odd(Cu,v) \ {u}, modify the nodes t and w as follows:

Θ(α, S, T )
t 7→ Θ(α, S∆Pu,v , T )

t
(7d)

Θ(β, S′, T ′)
w
7→ Θ(β, S′, T ′∆Pu,v)

w
(7e)

4. Projector-Correction. For each v∈V (D), each neighbour u∈N−(v)\{f(v)}, and
each t ∈ Cu,v \ P and w ∈ Odd(Cu,v) \ {u}, modify the nodes t and w as follows:

Θ(α, S, T )
t 7→ Θ(α, S∆{v} , T )

t
(7f)

Θ(β, S′, T ′)
w
7→ Θ(β, S′, T ′∆{v})

w
(7g)

Figure 2: An illustrated procedure to transform a ZX-diagram D with a PF-Flow into a
corresponding Pauli Fusion diagram DPF.
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Theorem 2. Given a graph-like ZX-diagram D, there is an efficient algorithm to decide
whether it has a PF-Flow, and to construct a PF-Flow if one exists.

Figure 3 presents an algorithm PF-FLOW FINDING to construct a PF-Flow, if one
exists. It determines the partial order 4 and the corrector-sets Cu,v ∈ C, starting from the
output, and working back to earlier elements in 4 towards the preparations and input.

Lemma 5. PF-FLOW FINDING halts in time poly(n) for n := |V (D)|.

Lemma 6. If D is a graph-like ZX diagram with a PF-Flow, then PF-FLOW FINDING

constructs such a PF-Flow.

The proofs for these Lemmas are given in Appendix B.3 and B.4.

5 Conclusions

We have introduced the Pauli Fusion model for quantum computing, enabling us to describe
the splitting and merging of information represented by Pauli observables as fundamental

PF-FLOW FINDING. For the signature (GD, I,O,P) of a graph-like ZX diagram D:

Initialise M := O, the set of marked elements;
δM := O, a set of newly marked elements;
4 :=

{
(u, u)

∣∣u ∈ V (GD)
}

, a partial order relation on M ;
f := ∅, a function on the empty subset ∅ ⊂ V (GD);
C := ∅, an empty set of corrector-sets.

Repeat until δM = ∅:
1. Reset δM := ∅.
2. Let R be the set of vertices u ∈ V (D) \M , for which

there exists a set Cu ⊆M ∪ P such that Odd(Cu) \M = {u}.
3. For each v ∈ V (D) \M :

a. Let Nv be a set of vertices “nearby” to v to test for correctability:
If N(v) ∩M = ∅, let Nv := N(v) ∪ {v}; otherwise let Nv := N(v) \M .

b. Let Fv := Nv \R be the set of non-correctable vertices nearby to v.

c. If |Fv| ≤ 1:

(i) Add v to the set of newly marked elements, δM := δM ∪ {v}.
(ii) For each u ∈ Nv ∩R: let Cu,v := Cu as constructed above,

and add it to the set of corrector sets, C := C ∪ {Cu,v}.
d. If Fv = {w} for some w ∈ N(v), let f := f ∪ {(v, w)}.
e. If Fv = ∅, pick some m ∈M and let f := f ∪ {(v,m)}.

4. Update the partial order 4 := 4 ∪ (δM ×M),
so that the old marked elements bound the newly marked elements from above.

5. Update the set of marked elements M := M ∪ δM .

Return (4, f,C) if V (D) ⊆M ; otherwise return (∅, ∅, ∅).

Figure 3: A procedure to efficiently construct a PF-Flow, provided one exists.
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information processing operations, as observed in lattice surgery [12] and optical fusion [27].
We have given the annotated ZX diagrams that directly represent such operations. Thus
PF operations and diagrams represent the logic of the actual physical processing operations,
fulfilling the analogous role to gates in the circuit model.

The relationship between the PF model and standard ZX is an important consideration.
Our development of the Pauli Fusion model was prompted by the many potential uses of
the ZX calculus in quantum computing. The issue with using standard ZX operationally,
as noted in the Introduction, was to translate a ZX diagram into a set of operations to run
on a device. This ‘circuit extraction’ problem has proved both difficult and costly in terms
of operational overheads. By introducing an operational representation that is very closely
aligned to ZX, we solved the extraction problem almost by fiat — but with one important
issue outstanding, whether the ZX diagram could be implemented deterministically with
the nondeterministic operations of Pauli Fusion. The results in this paper give our solution:
when a ZX diagram has a PF-Flow then it may be implemented deterministically, in a way
which can be easily obtained by suitable transformations on the ZX diagram. Moreover,
we give the polytime algorithm PF-FLOW FINDING that finds such a PF-Flow when one
exists.

The introduction of Pauli Fusion, and its position as a native operational model for ZX,
allows us to envisage using ZX to work the full stack of quantum computing — from design,
through to compilation, and then operational extraction — without passing through the
conventional circuit model. We hope that the PF model will enable full use of the power
of ZX for compilation, optimisation, and verification; and new ways of understanding how
physical systems process quantum information.
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Figure 4: A rough merge. Measuring orange plaquette operators across the join fuses the
ZL operators and outputs the result of a X(1)

L ⊗X(2)
L measurement as a classical bit.

A Lattice surgery and optical fusion gates as Pauli Fusion

In this Appendix we indicate how the basic operations of lattice surgery and optical quantum
computing are reflected in the abstract elementary Pauli Fusion operations of Section 2.

A.1 Lattice surgery

It was shown in [12] that the elementary operations of lattice surgery in the surface code
[20] have the form in terms of Krauss operators that is given here in the equations (1c),
(1d) for a rough merge (fusing the Z logical operator) and (1h), (1i) for a smooth merge
(fusing the X logical operator). The adjoint operations are that of the rough and smooth
split, respectively.

In lattice surgery, the probabilistic biproduct (and hence the pairs of Krauss operators)
comes about because two surfaces supporting logical qubits are being fused into one. The
additional degree of freedom is the comparison between the logical operators that are not
being fused. Figure 4 shows this process for rough merging.

The result of this rough merge is a single qubit with fused ZL operators. If the XL

operators were identical before then no correction is needed and the operation of the merge
is as (1c):

K = |+〉〈++| + |-〉〈--|. (8)

If they were different (heralded by the -1 measurement outcome) then correction is
applied to half the surface – equivalent to the correction being applied to one incoming
surface before the merge. This results in the operation being given by (1d):

K ′ = |+〉〈+-| + |-〉〈-+| (9)

In plain ZX terms these two potential merge operations are written as
(

;
π

)
.

These can now both be grouped as a single elementary operation of Pauli Fusion,

HMergeu :
suπ

u

where the colour-reversed diagram gives the smooth merge.
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(a) Type I optical fusion gate. (b) Type II optical fusion gate.

Figure 5: The two types of optical fusion gates using a polarising beam splitter and detectors
in the polarisation |H,V 〉 basis. Both work post-selectively to entangle the inputs IN1 and
IN2.

A.2 Optical quantum computing

The operations of the Type I and Type II optical fusion gates [4, 27] bear a close relationship
to Pauli Fusion. Both fusion gates are conceived of as acting on halves of separate Bell pairs
and entangling them using polarisation rotations, beam splitters, and measurement, figure
5. They were originally developed to fuse together cluster states for one-way quantum
computing. Both are probabilistic gates – that is, there is a set of measurement outcomes
that are labelled ‘failure’ and the system is thrown away. In the Type I gate there is
only one ‘success’ outcome, and we will see that corresponds to the positive Pauli Fusion
branch (biproducts = 0) of the gate viewed as a merge. The Type 2 by contrast contains
both options of a Pauli Fusion merge in the ‘success’ branch of its operation that is not
post-selected out.

A.2.1 Type I fusion gate

The Type I gate, figure 5a, uses qubit states encoded in horizontal and vertical polarisation
states of single photons, |0, 1〉 := |H,V 〉. Subscripts denote the port of the photon: e.g.
|H1〉 is a horizontally polarised photon in either the IN1 or OUT1 ports. The action of the
polarising beam splitter is:

|H1〉 → |H1〉 |V1〉 → |V2〉
|H2〉 → |H2〉 |V2〉 → |V1〉 (10)

The π/4 polarisation rotation is the Hadamard |H,V 〉 → 1√
2
(|H〉 ± |V 〉). The detector

in the OUT2 port is in the |H,V 〉 basis.
We can therefore track what happens to the four qubit basis states as they go through

the gate. Firstly, through the PBS:

|H1H2〉
pbs−→ |H1H2〉

|H1V2〉 −→ |H1V1〉
|V1H2〉 −→ |V2H2〉
|V1V2〉 −→ |V2V1〉 (11)
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Note that inside the gate, not everything will made immediate sense as qubit states.
The photon polarisation states and number are, however, well defined. Now we apply the
π/4 rotation (neglecting normalisation for simplicity):

|H1H2〉
pbs−→ |H1H2〉

π/4−→ |H1H2〉+ |H1V2〉
|H1V2〉 −→ |H1V1〉 −→ |H1V1〉
|V1H2〉 −→ |V2H2〉 −→ |H2H2〉 − |V2V2〉
|V1V2〉 −→ |V2V1〉 −→ |H2V1〉 − |V2V1〉 (12)

The post-selection criterion for the gate is that a single photon (only) must be detected
in OUT2. The ‘failure’ cases are therefore the middle two rows, as the input |H1V2〉 produces
two photon in the OUT1 port and none in OUT2, and the |V1H2〉 input produces two photons
in OUT2. With no loss or other error, the post-selected ‘success’ operations (the first and
last in (12)) can be represented by the operator

K = |H1〉〈H1H2| + |V1〉〈V1V2| = |0〉〈00| + |1〉〈11| (13)

which is our positive branch merge operator (1h). The post-selected action of the gate is
therefore to fuse the incoming Z operators of the photon qubits.

A.2.2 Type II fusion gate

While the Type I gate has similarities to merge operations, it is not a full Pauli Fusion
operation as we have given in this paper, because there is no negative branch outcome.
The Type II fusion gate includes this outcome (as well as its own ‘failure’ outcome that is
post-selected against).

The action of the Type II gate is much more complicated. The first two π/4 rotations
act on the basis input states as

|H1H2〉
π/4−→ |H1H2〉+ |H1V2〉+ |V1H2〉+ |V1V2〉

|H1V2〉 −→ |H1H2〉 − |H1V2〉+ |V1H2〉 − |V1V2〉
|V1H2〉 −→ |H1H2〉+ |H1V2〉 − |V1H2〉 − |V1V2〉
|V1V2〉 −→ |H1H2〉 − |H1V2〉 − |V1H2〉+ |V1V2〉 (14)

For simplicity, we now track only the |00〉 input state in detail, as the others differ
only by the ± signs in the superposition. The action of the PBS on each element in the
superposition is the same as in (12). The result is then

|H1H2〉
π/4−→ |H1H2〉+ |H1V2〉+ |V1H2〉+ |V1V2〉

pbs−→ |H1H2〉+ |H1V1〉+ |V2H2〉+ |V2V1〉
(15)

The second pair of rotations in the output ports produces (after cancellations) the final
state

|H1H2〉
π/4+pbs+π/4−−−−−−−−→ |H1H2〉+ |V1V2〉

+ |H1H1〉+ 2|H1V1〉+ |V1V1〉
+ |H2H2〉+ 2|H2V2〉+ |V2V2〉 (16)
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The post-selection criterion is again that one photon exactly is detected; in this case,
one in each output port. The bottom two rows of this state are therefore the ‘failure’ states,
as in each case both photons exit one port. Applying the post-selection to all the input
basis states gives

|H1H2〉
π/4+pbs+π/4+post−−−−−−−−−−−−→ |H1H2〉+ |V1V2〉

|H1V2〉 −−−−−−−−−−−→ |H1V2〉+ |V1H2〉
|V1H2〉 −−−−−−−−−−−→ |H1V2〉+ |V1H2〉
|V1V2〉 −−−−−−−−−−−→ |H1H2〉+ |V1V2〉 (17)

We see that, unlike in the Type I gate, there are no input basis states selected out. We
can also see that the final measurements HH,HV, V H, V V give us one piece of information:
whether the inputs were the same or different. We therefore have two operators defining the
evolution of the gate, depending on the measurement outcome parity (positive or negative):

〈H1H2|+ 〈V1V2| or 〈H1V2|+ 〈V1H2| (18)

This may not look immediately Pauli Fusion-like as there is no outcome (both photons
are detected and hence absorbed). However, recall that the gates act on Bell pairs. The
operation in the positive-parity outcome situation is therefore

= .

The negative branch is

π

=
π

.

These can now both be combined as the Pauli Fusion diagram
suπ

u
.

A further consequence is that other important operations in optical quantum com-
puting that use such a parity projection (including entanglement swapping, entanglement
distillation, and the Barrett-Kok entanglement generation scheme) will find natural and
straightforward descriptions in the Pauli Fusion model.
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B Proofs

B.1 Proof of runnability (Lemma 3)

Every node v ∈ V (DPF) satisfies either u ≺ v or v ≺ u for each of its neighbours u ∈ V (D).
Then either v is a preparation, adjacent to an input, or has a non-empty set of neighbours
which precede it in 4. Define a function t : V (DPF) → N recursively by setting t(v) = 1
for all nodes v which are preparations or which are adjacent to an input, and by recursively
defining

t(v) = 1 + max
{
t(u)

∣∣∣ (u ∈ V (GD) & u ≺ v
)

or (u→ v) ∈ E(DPF)
}

(19)

for all other v ∈ V (DPF). By construction, we have t(u) < t(v) for u, v ∈ V (DPF) with an
edge u→ v. Furthermore, if for some u, v ∈ V (DPF) we have τ(v) ∈ {VRotα,S,T ,HRotα,S,T }
where u ∈ S ∪ T , it follows that one of the following two cases hold:

• δ+(u) = 0, and v ∈
(
C \ P) ∪

(
Odd(Cu,u) \ {u}

)
, from which it follows that u ≺ v by

the conditions which hold of Cu,u. Then t(u) < t(v).

• v ∈
(
Cũ,ṽ\P

)
∪
(
Odd(Cũ,ṽ)\{ũ}

)
for some vertices ũ, ṽ ∈ V (GD) such that ũ ∈ N−(ṽ),

and it happens that u is an element of Pũ,ṽ, the set of vertices which are generated
in the decomposition of a higher-degree node with label ṽ in the ZX diagram D, and
which lie on a path between ũ and ṽ. From this it follows that t(ũ) < t(u) < t(ṽ);
and as ṽ ≺ v from the conditions on Cũ,ṽ, it follows that t(u) < t(ṽ) < t(v).

Then t is a time-ordering of DPF, from which Lemma 3 follows.

B.2 Proof of determinism (Lemma 4)

We show, given s ∈ {0, 1}B, how to transform DPF(s) into D using transformations of the
ZX-calculus which preserve the semantics (up to a sign). We proceed by induction on the
Hamming weight ‖s‖H of s. If s = 00 · · · 0, then it is easy to see that JDPF(s)K = JDK:
all π-phases depending on bits sb for b ∈ B either contribute 0 to a rotation/projection
node, or are equivalent to the identity. We may then use the ZX calculus to reverse the
transformations of PF-COMPILATION, thereby obtaining the diagram D.

Suppose instead that there is some v ∈ B such that sv = 1. Let DPF|sv=b be the AZX
diagram obtained from DPF by setting sv ← b, for any b ∈ {0, 1}. We show how to rewrite
DPF|sv=1 to DPF|sv=0 using the ZX calculus, accruing at most a sign of −1 in the semantics
as we do so, allowing us to prove the equivalence of DPF(s) to DPF(s̃) for a string s̃ that
has fewer bits set to 1 than s does.

• If τ(v) ∈
{
HProj,VProj

}
, there is a set Cv,v ∈ C which is a v-corrector at v: denote

this by C, let ṽ := v. There is also a node in DPF with a label w ∈ Odd(C), such that
δ+(w) = 0 in GD, with the same colour as v. We rewrite the diagram DPF as an AZX
diagram, by propagating the phase svπ from v to w. Denote the resulting diagram by
D′PF.

• Otherwise, if τ(v) ∈
{
HMerge,VMerge

}
, then there is an associated vertex ṽ ∈

V (DPF), corresponding to a node-label ṽ ∈ V (D) of degree 3 or greater, and one
or more node-labels ũ1, ũ2, . . . ∈ N−(ṽ) in GD, such that v ∈ Pũj ,ṽ for each j ≥ 1. For
each of these nodes ũj , there is a ũj-corrector at ṽ, Cũj ,ṽ. We let C be the symmetric
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difference C := Cũ1,ṽ ∆Cũ2,ṽ ∆ · · · of these (just Cũ,ṽ if there is only one such ũ). We
also rewrite the diagram DPF as an AZX diagram, by propagating the phase svπ away
from the node v, against the orientation of the edges, towards the nodes with labels
ũj , explicitly accumulating the phase svπ on these nodes. (This may involve one or
application of the bialgebra law between svπ nodes and opposite-coloured nodes of
degree 3, and applications of the spider rule between the nodes ũj and svπ phase
nodes of the same colour.) Denote the resulting diagram by D′PF.

In either case, we have a set C which is involved in the correction of vertices, which is
involved in annotations on other vertices involving the bit sv. Specifically, if ṽ = v is a
projection, then sv governs a π-phase contribution for all nodes w ∈ Odd(C) \ {v}, and a
change in sign of the phase of all nodes t ∈ C \ P. Otherwise v is a vertex in each of a
collection of paths Pũj ,v, so that sv governs (possibly canceling) π-phase contributions for
all nodes w ∈ Odd(Cũj ,ṽ) \ {ṽ} for each ũj , and (possibly canceling) sign-flips of the phase
of all nodes t ∈ Cũj ,ṽ \ P for each ũj .

Using the set C constructed as above, we consider the following rewrites on DPF:

1. For each vertex-label t ∈ C \ P, by construction the diagram DPF will contain a
generator VRotα,S,Tt or HRotα,S,Tt where v ∈ S. We thus rewrite the diagram as
an AZX diagram by surrounding t with svπ-phase nodes of the opposite colour, and
remove v from the set of variables S which may govern a change of sign of the rotation,
e.g.:

Θ(α, S, T )
t 7→ Θ(α, S\{v}, T )

t
svπsvπ (20a)

Denote the resulting diagram by D′′PF.

2. For each vertex-label t ∈ C ∩ P, by construction the diagram DPF will contain a
generator VRotα,∅,Tt or HRotα,∅,Tt where α is an integer multiple of π/2 (i.e., 2α/π is
an integer), and v may or may not be an element of T .

• If 2α/π is even, then we rewrite the diagram by surrounding t with svπ-phase
nodes of the opposite colour, without any other changes, e.g.:

Θ(α, ∅, T )
t 7→ Θ(α, ∅, T )

t
svπsvπ (20b)

• If 2α/π is odd, then we rewrite the diagram by surrounding t with svπ-phase
nodes of the opposite colour, and “toggling” the membership of v in T , e.g.:

Θ(α, ∅, T )
t 7→ Θ(α, ∅, T∆{v})

t
svπsvπ (20c)

Denote the resulting diagram by D′′′PF.

3. For any svπ phase produced in the previous steps which is adjacent to a node t ∈ C,
propagate the phase node away from t (either consistently with the orientation of the
edges, or consistently against the orientation) until it is adjacent to a node with label
w ∈ Odd(C) of the same colour, or more generally forms part of a chain of svπ phase
nodes of which one end is adjacent to a node with label w ∈ Odd(C) of the same
colour. To do this, it may be necessary to propagate two nodes with phase svπ of
opposite colour past one another in opposite directions: this induces at most a change
of sign due to anticommutation of X and Z. Denote the resulting diagram by D̃PF.
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4. For each w ∈ Odd(C), D̃PF contains a generator HRotα,S,Tw or a generator VRotα,S,Tw .

• If α is an odd multiple of π/2 and w ∈ C, then by construction there will be an
even number of svπ phase nodes, either adjacent to w it or more generally in one
or two chains which are adjacent to w, and we will have v /∈ T . We may then
absorb all of these phases into w without modifying the generator at w.

• If α is an odd multiple of π/2 and w /∈ C, or if α is not an odd multiple of π/2,
then by construction there will be an odd number of svπ phase nodes, either
adjacent to w it or more generally in one or two chains which are adjacent to w,
and we will have v ∈ T . We may then absorb all of these phases into w if we

replace HRotα,S,Tw with HRot
α,S,T∆{v}
w or replace VRotα,S,Tw with VRot

α,S,T∆{v}
w .

This sequence of rewrites has the effect of removing all instances of sv from the diagram,
i.e., it removes v from all sets which modify the phases of rotations, without affecting any
other influences on the phases and (at the end) without there being any other change to to
the structure of the diagram from DPF. Thus the diagram is equivalent to DPF|sv=0, while
incurring a change in semantics by at most a sign. From this it follows that JDPF(s)K =
± JDPF(s̃)K.

By induction, it follows that JDPF(s)K = ± JDPF(00 · · · 0)K for any s ∈ {0, 1}B, proving
Lemma 4.

B.3 Proof that PF-FLOW FINDING halts in polynomial time (Lemma 5)

As the first operation of the loop is to set δM := ∅, the algorithm will terminate in any
loop where Step 3c(i) is not executed at least once, in which an element of V (D) \M is
added to δM . If this step is run, then Step 5. increases the size of M , decreasing the set
of elements which may be added to δM in subsequent loops. It follows that the loop is
executed at most n times.

In each iteration, the operations performed consist largely of tests for membership in
sets, or constructions of intersections, subtractions, unions, or products of sets, each of
which can be performed in polynomial time. The step whose cost is least obvious is the
computation of the set R, whose cost we describe below.

Given a vertex u, finding whether there is a corresponding set Cu amounts to solving a
system of equations in F2,

A[M ] x = eu , (21)

where eu ∈ FV (D)\M
2 is the characteristic vector of the set {u} ⊆ V (D)\M , and A[M ] denotes

the submatrix of the adjacency matrix A of D whose rows are indexed by V (D) \M and
whose columns are indexed by M ∪P. Each column of A[M ] is the characteristic vector for
the set of vertices which are adjacent to an element of t ∈ M ∪ P; and which are not yet
marked. Then A[M ] x represents the set of unmarked vertices which are adjacent to an odd
number of some set of vertices X ⊂ M ∪ P, whose elements are indicated by the non-zero
coefficients of x. Determining whether Eqn. (21) has solutions can be performed efficiently,
as can producing one such solution cu, which then represents a characteristic vector of a
corrector set Cu.

Thus PF-FLOW FINDING halts in polynomial time for any graph-like ZX diagram D,
proving Lemma 5.
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B.4 Proof of correctness of PF-FLOW FINDING algorithm (Lemma 6)

Let (4̃, f̃ , C̃) be a PF-Flow for D. In particular, any two vertices which are adjacent in GD
are comparable in 4; there is a v-corrector at v (C̃v,v ∈ C̃) for any vertex v ∈ V (D) whose
neighbours all precede it; and there is a u-corrector at v (C̃u,v ∈ C) for any adjacent vertices
u 4 v from D such that u 6= f̃(v).

Consider a maximal element ω ∈ V (D) with respect to 4̃. As any t ∈ V (GD) \ {ω} for
which ω 4̃ t can neither be an element of V (D) nor I, it would follow that t ∈ O. Thus
for C any u-corrector set at ω, whether u = ω or u ∈ N(ω), must have the properties that
C \ P ⊆ O and Odd(C) \ {w} ⊆ O. On the first iteration of the loop, we have M = O, so
that the corrector sets C̃u,ω satisfy the conditions in the construction of the set R (though
the algorithm may find different corrector sets Cu), for all u ∈ N(ω)\M excepting possibly
u = f̃(ω). (If ω has no neighbours in O, a corrector set C̃ω,ω also exists, so that ω ∈ R at
this stage as well. Again, the corrector set Cω may differ from C̃ω.) In the iteration through
v ∈ V (D) \M in this first loop, we will then find |Fω| ≤ 1, and add ω to δM , so that it
will become a maximal element of the relation 4. If Fω is non-empty, it will contain f̃(ω),
so that we will have f(ω) = f̃(ω) in this case.

We may show by induction that PF-FLOW FINDING will construct a PF-Flow (4, f,C),
by noting that in each iteration there will be a maximal element of 4̃ in V (D) subject to not
yet having been marked in a previous iteration, which by a similar analysis will be added
to δM in that iteration, and that the data (4, f,C) satisfy the properties of a PF-Flow by
construction. This proves Lemma 6.
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